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PSALMS IN SONG: A compelling and diverse collection of songs and meditations sung in Hebrew

reflecting a stirring of the heart from the depths of the soul; calming, soothing, exciting and inspiring.

Every song an inspiration. 21 MP3 Songs WORLD: World Traditions, WORLD: Judaica Details: Contact

Rahel here. G-D EXISTS in many different forms and is found in many different places amongst us. If we

find peace within ourselves, we can make peace throughout the world. Listen to the sounds..... (Rahel)

"THE ESSENTIAL art of the musician is to build melodies from pleasing vibrations that will dispel any

vibrations of negativity." (Rabbi/author Avraham Greenbaum) "TIKKUN" is a musical suite and meditation

that is inspired by and based on verses from the PSALMS; an uninterrupted sequence of songs and

compositions that opens doors to profound inner reflection, meditation and contemplation. INVOKING the

wisdom and insight of the "Tikkun HaKlali", the TEN PSALMS designated for healing revealed to us by

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov z"l (1772-1810), composer Rahel creates an environment that inspires

personal and community reflection, exploration, spiritual connection, and peace. ENJOY your own unique

experience while listening. Experience the healing vibrations of music and sound embracing the profound

and vital energy of the creative soul; ancient lyrics imbued with ancient wisdom and insight sung in

Hebrew to beautiful original melodies composed by Rahel. LIVE CONCERTS have inspired and moved

listeners to a place of inner calm, comfort, personal insight, joy and contentment. Performance

Workshops and Keynote Concerts create opportunities for further exploration of the texts and teachings,

where one can gain deeper knowledge, and insight to higher levels of understanding leading to expanded

personal growth and connection to the Divine. TIKKUN invites and inspires you to explore the mystical

aspects of spirituality. THE HEBREW LANGUAGE affirms the wisdom of the Sages who taught that the

Hebrew letters, when spoken aloud as in prayer or song, lead to profound inner healing. It is well known

that music can enhance the healing process and soothe the soul. Rahel's music is described as "calming,

soothing, exciting and inspiring". INVITE RAHEL to perform a live concert/meditation and/or present a

workshop in/for your extended circle. DESCRIPTION/CONTENT Tikkun is a 3-CD package with a

20-page booklet included. It includes a 2-CD "Live" presentation with musicians Aaron Tyne on Oud, Sitar
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and Doumbek, and Greg Reinauer on Fretless Bass. The THIRD CD is a "Meditation" performed by

Rahel on guitar and vocals. BIO Rahel is a musical and spiritual path-paver; an award-winning musician

and performing artist. She lived in Israel from 1976-1998 and co-founded organizations that established

music programs for babies and young children and that supported budding artists. Rahel currently resides

in New Hampshire. In addition to performing, she drives a school bus, a limousine, teaches music and

spirituality, and raises her two teenaged young adults. Rahel's performances include home concerts, the

home of Professor Dov Noy, recipient of the Israel Prize; at festivals including Jacob's Ladder

International Folk Festival (jlfestival.com) and the Wilton Arts  Film Festival. She has been featured at

CAJE (caje.org); the National Havurah Committee (havurah.org); CJRNE (cjrne.org), the Jewish

Federations of Boston, Arizona  NH; Hadassah of NH; Maryland's Pratt Library systems, The Mariposa

Museum (mariposamuseum.org), Borders Cafes, Toadstool Bookstores, at Community, Folk, Art  Film,

and Alternative Health Festivals and Christian Coffeehouses, and more! Her music has been heard

around the world. REVIEWS "Rahel is a gifted, soulful, songwriter; a captivating artist who performs

beautiful original music that is a fusion of American tradition and ethnic diversity. Fascinating for music

lovers of all cultures." - betsysfolly.com "Rahel brings a new twist to traditional Jewish philosophy and

spiritual trends. Inspired lyrics in both Hebrew and English reach deeply into the Psalms and Mosaic

wisdom for both poetry and enlightenment. Rahel brilliantly fuses jazz, Middle East rhythms, Far East

mantras, and appropriate contemporary stylings to match the ancient/modern recounting of Jewish lore

and lifestyle. Rahel's music has been widely accepted bringing attention to the Jewish contributions to

world music. Numerous concert appearances have earned rave reviews." - Spirit of Change review "It's

nice to see Jewish music being made by women who are trying to be spiritual in their own ways." -

Jerusalem Post review "I love the music. You sing wonderful. Makes my heart feel good!" - Julia, age 8

More of Rahel's cd's available here at CDBABY: cdbaby.com/all/rahel
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